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Sevenfold Sword: Warlord 2017-10-31 the quest of the seven swords has unleashed catastrophic war ridmark
arban is the shield knight the only swordbearer in the realm of owyllain he is allied with the noble king
hektor pendragon who fights to reunify the seven swords and to end the destructive war they have
unleashed but the tyrannical king justin cyros is marching to war against hektor and king justin knows
the secret of the malevolent new god a secret that will kill everyone in owyllain starting with ridmark
and his family
Supreme Warlord 2020-03-10 honorable lord of the war god
Cold Blood 2016-08-25 a samurai destined for greatness embarks on her first mission in ancient japan a
land of stunning beauty and unspeakable brutality a warlord s only daughter yamabuki trained since
childhood as a samurai must travel through realms controlled by rival factions on a mission known only to
her father veiled in the guise of an ordinary warrior not even revealing that she is female she crosses
the water between two great isles only to find the passengers are not who they seem some want her dead
others want her because she s a woman she must fight for her honor her duty and her clan blood will be
spilled before it is over
Blade of Secrets 2021-05-04 in blade of secrets a romantic ya fantasy adventure from the author of
daughter of the pirate king a teenage blacksmith with social anxiety is forced to go on the run to
protect the world from the most powerful magical sword she s ever made eighteen year old ziva prefers
metal to people she spends her days tucked away in her forge safe from society and the anxiety it causes
her using her magical gift to craft unique weapons imbued with power then ziva receives a commission from
a powerful warlord and the result is a sword capable of stealing its victims secrets a sword that can cut
far deeper than the length of its blade a sword with the strength to topple kingdoms when ziva learns of
the warlord s intentions to use the weapon to enslave all the world under her rule she takes her sister
and flees joined by a distractingly handsome mercenary and a young scholar with extensive knowledge of
the world s known magics ziva and her sister set out on a quest to keep the sword safe until they can
find a worthy wielder or a way to destroy it entirely praise for the bladesmith duology an addictive page
turner loaded with action betrayal slow burn romance honestly that is the best first kiss scene ever be
prepared to laugh cry and gasp mary e pearson the new york times bestselling author of the remnant
chronicles levenseller elevates her already intriguing fantasy world through her depiction of ziva whose
anxiety will ring true for anyone who s ever had a panic attack grab this and devour it booklist starred
review blade of secrets is an impactful eye opening journey of social anxiety that is flawlessly blended
with levenseller s signature flair for adventure and romance bookstagram sensation bridget howard
darkfaerietales
Cold Rain 2016-08-24 traveling in the guise of an ordinary samurai yamabuki not yet seventeen and the
only surviving daughter of a legendary warlord continues her mission to bring important secret dispatches
to the capital having survived her first sword battle and killed a would be assassin and a sword master
yamabuki gets waylaid in a lawless town her path blocked by unseasonable snows and her life at risk from
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the corrupt sakimori meanwhile saburo a master assassin hired by rival factions in her home province is
hot on her trail motivated by not just money but personal vengeance the ninja intends to make sure she
never reaches her destination alive
Swords of Exodus 2013-09-16 original mass market sequel to thriller dead six from the author of the new
york times bestselling monster hunter series and an air force weapons expert an edge of your seat
military political thriller a master thief and a hardhitting mercenary team up to defeat a central asian
warlord with world wide destruction on his mind the hard hitting sequel to groundbreaking military
adventure dead six on the far side of the world deep in former soviet central asia lies a stronghold
called the crossroads it is run with an iron fist by a brutal warlord calling himself sala jihan he is
far more than a petty dictator for jihan holds the fate of nations in his grasp to save a world slipping
into chaos jihan must either fall or be controlled one secret military organization called exodus plans
to see that this happens for this mission they need the best of the best unfortunately the man they need
is rotting in an almost unassailable foreign prison enter lorenzo thief extraordinaire lorenzo is now
retired happily married and living in paradise his achilles heel an fbi agent brother who has gone
missing¾disappeared into the stronghold of warlord jihan exodus promises to give lorenzo his chance to
rescue his brother if and only if lorenzo will perform one service for them break michael valentine out
of a captivity from which no one has ever emerged alive and if lorenzo can accomplish that¾well then the
crossroads awaits the sword of exodus at the publisher s request this title is sold without drm digital
rights management
Chinese Warlord Armies 1911–30 2012-02-20 defeated in the sino japanese war 1894 95 and the boxer
rebellion of 1900 imperial china collapsed into revolution and a republic was proclaimed in 1912 from the
death of the first president in 1916 to the rise of the nationalist kuomintang government in 1926 the
differing regions of this vast country were ruled by endlessly forming breaking and re forming alliances
of regional generals who ruled as warlords these warlords acted essentially as local kings and much like
sengoku period japan fewer larger power blocks emerged fielding armies hundreds of thousands strong in
the midto late 1920s some of these regional warlords this book will reveal each great warlord as well as
the organization of their forces which acquired much and very varied weaponry from the west including the
latest french air force bombers they were also joined by japanese white russian and some western soldiers
of fortune which adds even more colour to a fascinating and oft forgotten period
WARLORD: Arrival 2020-11-10 from out of the post apocalyptic ashes of a dead earth 200 people placed into
hibernation are sent into space to keep the last of humanity alive three thousand years later the sole
survivor of that starship awakens into the post apocalyptic world of the planet of his birth the post
apocalyptical epic sci fi fantasy of earth s future tales of nevaeh continues with warlord arrival tales
of nevaeh volume 6 journal 1 warlord is the story of solomon roth s return to a vastly different earth 3
000 years after he left the first books of the series will follow roth s rise as one of the most powerful
warriors in nevaeh the series tales of nevaeh warlord arrival is both science fiction and fantasy
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reviewers have called it a mixture of shannara the hundred with a dash of got thrown in and reminiscent
of andre norton warlord arrival combines futuristic post apocalyptic societies ruled by scientific magic
metaphysical powers and strong men and women the series follows roth as he brings the dominions of nevaeh
together to fight the dark masters and their armies of slaves early reviews what a great ride all in all
a very good book and i look forward to the next one julie howard bookbub an epic incredible read at times
the likelihood that these books are our exact future seems eerie pelican freak bookbub search terms post
apocalyptic epic science fiction fantasy science fiction dystopian action adventure fantasy magic
telepathy metaphysical science fiction technology science technology starship sword sorcery magical women
young adult arthurian legends prophecy woman warrior sorceresses arthurian myths sorcerers sorcery
paranormal apocalyptic metaphysics military throne legend sword young adult epic fantasy young adult
science fiction arthurian
Swords of Secunda 2013-05 a shadow covers the lands of the light having survived the initial barbarian
incursion the secundan war host leads the combined nations that make up the lands of the light in their
bloody efforts to recapture the white frontier uthiel caellar the hero who slew the warlord marches north
to the desert realm of imonetia to cleanse the lost lands of the sand lords leaving his pregnant partner
in the hands of a warrior priest from his childhood uthiel finds himself in a fight not just to cleanse
the realm of the black wolf taint but to discover what truly lays hidden in the hearts of the glorious
heroes who lead the lands of the light to war
Warlord 2017 the quest of the seven swords has unleashed catastrophic war ridmark arban is the shield
knight the only swordbearer in the realm of owyllain he is allied with the noble king hektor pendragon
who fights to reunify the seven swords and to end the destructive war they have unleashed but the
tyrannical king justin cyros is marching to war against hektor and king justin knows the secret of the
malevolent new god a secret that will kill everyone in owyllain starting with ridmark and his family
Warlord of Mars 2022-09-08 reproduction of the original
Sword and Mirror 2020-09-18 a modern day witch a 16th century warlord and the journey through time that
intertwines their fates a victim of mistaken identity ciara finds herself dragged back in time and thrown
into the clutches of a maniacal samurai risking her life ciara manages to escape with a little girl the
samurai kidnapped to provoke his rival while doing so earns her the gratitude of katsuo the enemy warlord
an alliance with him comes at a price ciara must pretend to be in a relationship with him feigning
betrothal to a seasoned warlord seems the best way to ensure her safety as she looks for a way home but
the handsome stranger has a dark secret that could land them both in danger as genuine affection begins
to develop between the pair katsuo is riddled with doubts will his feelings for ciara interfere with his
promise to help her get home or will his family s hidden truth out her life in peril keywords time travel
fantasy romance japan sengoku jidai warring states witch samurai family secrets yokai supernatural powers
medieval fake marriage pretend relationship fake fiancée supernatural beings items of power magic hurt
comfort hea lord warlord nobles asia fade to black free book
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Warlord 2012-07-19 may 1194 finally released from captivity richard the lionheart is in normandy engaged
in a bloody war to drive the french out of his continental patrimony using the brutal tactics of medieval
warfare siege savagery and scorched earth the lionheart is gradually pushing back the forces of king
philip of france by his side in this epic struggle are robert earl of locksley better known as the
erstwhile outlaw robin hood and sir alan dale his loyal friend and a musician and warrior of great skill
and renown but while the battles rage and the bodies pile up robin seems only to be interested in making
a profit from the devastation of war while alan is preoccupied with discovering the identity the man who
ordered his father s death ten years earlier and the mystery is leading him to paris deep in the heart of
the enemy s territory
Perhaps Heaven 2008 witness the trials and triumphs of the eternal warrior john david saxxon in life and
beyond death perhaps heaven is an intimate blend of fact fantasy and fiction it contains a raw dose of
sex and violence a small town murder mystery and a tender coming of age love story it is a journey of
faith and desire that transcends time and distance it is about the courage and indomitable spirit of john
david saxxon who faces tremendous ordeals beyond your wildest imaginings it is a thousand stories within
a story but most of all perhaps heaven is about the challenges that we face in life and how they
transform us
The Warlord of Mars (火星系列之火星戰神) 2011-03-15 the warlord of mars by edgar rice burroughs published by good
press good press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre from well known classics
literary fiction and non fiction to forgotten or yet undiscovered gems of world literature we issue the
books that need to be read each good press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost
readability for all e readers and devices our goal is to produce ebooks that are user friendly and
accessible to everyone in a high quality digital format
The warlord of Mars 2023-11-16 book 2 in the avatara series the saga continues as the warlord moves his
meritorious fighting force into the last renegade country and removes princess ushalla from power what he
does not expect is for the former ruler to wage savage guerrilla warfare on her own people those he is
sworn to protect in order to drive him out and reclaim her throne filled with action humor honor
tormented love and sheer evil warlord will run readers through a gauntlet of powerful emotions
Warlord 2010-08-11 collects warlord of mars 19 25 john carter has freed mars from issus the false goddess
whose tyranny once ruled the entire planet but at a great personal cost dejah thoris his beloved princess
was kidnapped by a renegade priest bent on revenge activating a doomsday device to destroy the fragile
martian atmosphere the evil shang flees into the unknown regions of the north carter aided by his son
carthoris and trusted alien pet woola must unite the many races of mars despite the ages of distrust and
open warfare to avert judgment day
Warlord of Mars Vol. 3 2013-06-19 on a planet where there are no guns mercenary daniel cray stumbles upon
the legendary city of zenzion a mysterious desert outpost being laid siege by a vicious warlord the peace
loving citizenry beg cray for assistance imploring the reluctant warrior to draw his deadly malathane
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blade one last time to battle a relentless army of strange creatures and their sadistic masters
7th Sword 2015 combined for the first time in one volume are the internationally bestselling novels
sevenfold sword champion sevenfold sword swordbearer and sevenfold sword warlord along with the bonus
novella shield knight third s tale ridmark arban is the shield knight the defender of the realm of
andomhaim the realm is at peace after a long and terrible war but dark powers threaten other lands and
when a mad elven wizard comes to the high king s court ridmark finds himself fighting not only for his
own life but for the lives of his family for the quest of the seven swords has begun and the quest will
kill anyone foolish enough to seek its secret
Sevenfold Sword: Omnibus One 2019-06-19 abducted from his home and transported to an unknown planet
boudreaux is forced to fight in lethal combat as entertainment for his alien captors
Warlord 2009-03-01 this ebook features the unabridged text of the warlord of mars by edgar rice burroughs
delphi classics illustrated from the bestselling edition of the complete works of edgar rice burroughs
having established their name as the leading publisher of classic literature and art delphi classics
produce publications that are individually crafted with superior formatting while introducing many rare
texts for the first time in digital print the delphi classics edition of burroughs includes original
annotations and illustrations relating to the life and works of the author as well as individual tables
of contents allowing you to navigate ebooks quickly and easily ebook features the complete unabridged
text of the warlord of mars by edgar rice burroughs delphi classics illustrated beautifully illustrated
with images related to burroughs s works individual contents table allowing easy navigation around the
ebook excellent formatting of the textplease visit delphiclassics com to learn more about our wide range
of titles
The Warlord of Mars by Edgar Rice Burroughs - Delphi Classics (Illustrated) 2017-07-17 long ago an evil
wizard rose to power and waged war on mankind few were willing to stand against the dark wizard and those
that did fell desperate and determined to save his people a king named astilles traveled to a realm
called barrenworld where he found the warlord s chalice an ancient cup said to give infinite power to
those who drink from it believing himself to have no other choice astilles drank from the chalice and
gained the strength to defeat his enemies but that strength came at a great cost as the chalice only
granted it in exchange for eternal servitude eventually the story of astilles faded into legend until
centuries later the chalice would return to claim its next victim
Barrenworld: Curse of the Warlord’s Chalice 2021-03-08 as the last remnants of humankind face extinction
at the hands of a ruthless alien foe the ultimate battle is building the terrible csendook destroyers
have gathered in the warhive a huge gladiatorial arena ready the destroy its enemy but as the fearsome
warlord auganzar relentlessly searches the galaxy for his victims internal and external forces conspire
to bring about an end to the bloody thousand year crusade it is only on the planet of innasmorn where the
last refuge of humanity lives and it is up to the young courageous ussemitus to take up arms and defend
their right to not just survive but to thrive a gathering storm of chaos and destruction looms and only
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the strong will live
JingGuo Novel：Warlord's Diary 2014-11-27 the post apocalyptical epic sci fi fantasy of earth s future
tales of nevaeh continues with warlord the rise tales of nevaeh volume 7 journal 2 as solomon roth rises
within the ranks of the nevaen hierarchy to forge an alliance between the ten dominions of nevaeh in
preparation of the coming attacks by the dark sorceress as she and her dark masters prepare to conquer
the ten nevaen domains roth and enaid are the only people who may be able to bring together the nevaens
stop the dark forces from overrunning their world and bring peace to all the people but only if they
survive the hidden forces of the dark masters warlord rise tales of nevaeh volume 7 journal 2 continues
solomon roth s return to a vastly different earth three thousand years after he and two hundred other men
and women were sent to save humanity the second book of the series will follow roth s rise on his new
home as one of the most powerful warriors in nevaeh tales of nevaeh warlord the rise is both science
fiction and fantasy reviewers have called tales of nevaeh a mixture of shannara the hundred with a dash
of got thrown in as well and reminiscent of andre norton warlord the rise combines futuristic post
apocalyptic societies ruled by scientific magic metaphysical powers and strong men and women the series
follows roth as he brings the dominions of nevaeh together to fight the dark masters and their armies of
slaves reviews from the journals of solomon roth journal 1 what a great ride all in all a very good book
and i look forward to the next one julie howard bookbub an epic incredible read at times the likelihood
that these books are our exact future seems eerie pelican freak bookbub search terms post apocalyptic
epic science fiction fantasy science fiction dystopian action adventure fantasy magic telepathy
metaphysical science fiction technology science technology starship sword sorcery magical women young
adult arthurian legends prophecy woman warrior sorceresses arthurian myths sorcerers sorcery paranormal
apocalyptic metaphysics military throne legend sword young adult epic fantasy young adult science fiction
arthurian
Warlord of Heaven 2021-02-15 in the time of sengoku jidai the period of feudal japan in civil war
numerous warlords vie for the title of the shogun of japan in this interlude of anarchy power is earned
through the sword and sword alone each warlord commands legions of fierce warriors called samurai
soldiers who are armed to the teeth and all too eager to spill their blood for their warlord if called
upon to do battle as japan battles itself in an effort to declare a new ruler lai ming a young woman
serving as a translator for an arms shipment from china finds herself stranded in this foreign land with
no allies except for a man named tora the son of a warlord caught in a power struggle with his younger
brother although not fully understanding why he treats her with a kindness unparalleled in this hostile
land she has no choice but to follow him on his own journey to reclaim the power stripped from him
through the manipulation of his enemies can lai ming survive in the midst of feudal anarchy assassin
attacks at every turn and the prejudice of a stubborn nation against her and can lai ming find her way
back home while roaming the lands of japan with an outcast set in his own journey her feelings for this
amiable vagrant growing stronger all the while
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Reborn 2005-05-01 omega kristján black s life is about to take a dark and dangerous turn when his cousin
s debt is called kristján is sold off like a piece of meat to the highest bidder a ruthless warlord named
theron decimus stripped of his identity and thrown into a world of violence and savagery kristján knows
that his life is now in the hands of a brutal man who hates his kind half human half wolf kristján doesn
t belong in this world much less as a slave to a man like theron theron is a man who enjoys nothing more
than crushing those beneath him especially skrælingjar like kristján as an advisor to the king of the
titans theron is used to getting what he wants and what he wants now is kristján but kristján is not so
easily broken and he finds himself drawn to the dangerous and devastating theron even as he fights
against him as kristján struggles to resist the brutal attraction between them he knows that his life is
on the line will he be able to survive in a world of lust greed and savagery or will theron crush him
beneath his ruthless heel warning this is a mm historical fiction viking romance that includes dubious
consent mm romance werewolf shifters mm paranormal romance mm first time romance mentions of past sexual
assault mm enemies to lovers assassination attempts and a hea
WARLORD: The Rise 2024-04-22 a cruise ship crash lands on the mad planet of kylee but the captain s plea
for help goes unnoticed because no one but no one will rescue them because of fear of the planet thor
then lists the help of the cave jumpers a team of five women willing to go to the surface and rescue the
crew however when they get there is no crew and it s a trap because a sleeper cell from the warlord is
looking for a chance to attack the planetary alliance
Koketsu 2019-12-18 madam twenty seven this damned man she had risked her life to help him give birth to a
new child yet he actually brought little concubines into the house one by one and even brought people to
challenge the school young marshal is amazing the warlord is awesome you want to marry her fine i ll cut
off his culprit before kicking the other girls out otherwise don t even think about it
Warlord of the Titans 2023-05-27 the warlord of mars begins after the previous installment in the martian
series abruptly ends john carter s beloved princess dejah thoris has been imprisoned in the temple of the
sun whose rooms only revolve back to the entrance once every barsoomian year now carter must mount a
rescue to save the princess from certain doom the novel a fast paced and straightforward tale of
swashbuckling adventure is another solid entry in burroughs swords and planets corpus it was originally
serialized in four parts in all story magazine before being published as a novel in 1919
The Warlord's Last Stand 2008-12-04 the nations of the young kingdoms had not felt the anguish of war for
nearly twenty years now with a massive barbarian army poised to invade aljamin just one walled city akaar
guards the large kingdom s borders the city lies exposed and vulnerable to invasion defenseless with
their land in chaos sinjin storm and his trusted companions set out to rally allies to help defend their
country taken under the wing of sorrell tovaal a powerful wizard storm begins to have visions and is
beset with questions mysterious occurrences confound his questions as long held secrets begin to be
revealed with unwavering courage storm encounters assassins beasts and dark figures from the dead wood
forest that seem bent on his destruction as the invasion intensifies storm and his allies realize the
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barbarian hordes are merely pawns in a war between two powerful yet parallel worlds the young kingdoms
quickly realize that dark forces are working furiously in this other world poised and waiting for the
chance to bring an age of darkness and chaos to the human world storm must quickly discover and develop
his powers as a wizard and his courage as a man only then can he master the only force capable of sealing
the breech between the two worlds
Warlord Husband: She wants promotion 2018-05-16T00:00:00+02:00 as the coalition built by lady shatira
continues to try to defeat suo the red the warlord who has brought ruin and devastation to the entire
region white claw faces her greatest challenge yet not only will she face the ruthless tyrant herself but
she will also have to prepare for an excrutiating confrontation with someone from her past thank goodness
her faithful companions lieutenant bolt taho the quick and master foon are at her side when she needs
them not to mention her beautiful phoenix ash
The Warlord of Mars 2024-05-21 in a fierce struggle archibald douglas emerges victorious over the english
and their scottish allies in galloway his triumph is rewarded with the title of lord of galloway and the
responsibility of safeguarding scotland s border however the arrival of their french allies bearing a
substantial bribe and two hundred french knights heralds a dramatic change as the scots are convinced to
invade england in revenge for their depredations archibald is wary of the consequences of this hastily
planned war but when the king commands them to go to battle he knows he must go the results are as dire
as he feared and the young english king richard marches north with a formidable army the scottish army
retreats burning all food and fodder behind them but archibald refuses to give up instead he hatches a
daring plan leading his galloway spearmen and the french knights down the west coast of england they
launch a surprise attack on carlisle will this risky move save scotland by drawing off the english and
will archibald and his men survive the dangerous ploy only time will tell fans of medieval historical
fiction and action packed battles will be enthralled by the warlord earl with a courageous protagonist
and high stakes conflict this book will keep readers turning the page until the very end if you enjoyed
the last kingdom by bernard cornwell you won t want to miss this thrilling tale
The Keep Of Shadows 2013-12-01 50 000 years from now an ancient past shrouded in mystery and legend a
people different than all of the creator s children a secret society with fantastic magical powers a city
overthrown by a merciless warlord a young man in search of his destiny the master healer invites aeden
rossam a young nobleman to join the society of healers and undertake a quest to liberate his enslaved
city with the enemy on their tail the old man reveals that all of humanity are rohvim beings of metal
flesh and fantastic powers and that only by mastering his rohva nature will aeden confront the warlord
and put an end to the senseless devastation and along the way they will unlock the secrets of earth s
ancient past
White Claw - Volume 3 - The Way of the Sword 1999-02-01 a band of english mercenaries led by the elegant
but ruthless james eldritch are forced into the service of the notorious bastard of gueldres sworn enemy
of italian warlord albert tarsi soon they are dragged into two men s vicious little war italy in 1520 one
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of the most colorful and violent periods of europe s history is brought to life by an author with a flair
for historical adventures
The Warlord Earl 2016-10-14 once again three unlikely heroes must band together in a fiery conflict
between gods and demons a country ravaged by civil war now threatened with evil unleashed by rivers of
blood three must rise again to save the beleaguered land and thwart a dark prophecy a fantasy adventure
for fans of joe abercrombie mark lawrence and scott lynch theron ward aldous weaver and kendrick the cold
must band together and fight again this time they are caught in the timeless clash of gods and demons and
led by the dark prophecy of dreams a ruthless warlord the dog eater rises out of the rivers of blood from
civil war as friend and foe reach out from futures past the three will see a city of white stone turn
black with ash and the only way forward is through the fire one thing is certain none of them will ever
be the same and one will be transformed in ways he never dreamed dare the three depend on the blood ties
of the past to carry them through this terrible night fire and sword is a shelf unbound magazine notable
100 for 2015 don t miss the next thrilling installment in the dark fantasy that reviewers are calling
gritty fast paced and compelling get your copy of the pyres today read all the books in the sword and
sorcery series fire and sword catacombs of time i remember my first time the pyres
The Rohvim Book I: Metal and Flesh 2009-06-06 as riveting as the man it portrays warlord is a masterful
unsparing portrait of winston churchill one of history s most fascinating and influential leaders epic a
brilliantly exciting narrative d este has given us finally the lion not only in winter but at war
impetuous brazen misguided but indefatigable indomitable and magnanimous the greatest and most energetic
generalissimo of the 20th century boston globe carlo d este s definitive chronicle of churchill s crucial
role in the major military campaigns of the 20th century warlord uses extensive untapped archival
materials to provide a very human look at churchill s lifelong fascination with soldiering war and
command washington post
Knave of Swords 1985-04-12 far to the north in the frozen wastes of polar mars lay the home of the holy
therns sacred and inviolate only john carter dared to go there to find his lost dejah thoris but between
him and his goal lay the bones of all who had gone before imagine if you can a bald faced hornet of your
earthly experience grown to the size of a prize hereford bull and you will have some faint conception of
the winged monster that bore down upon me frightful jaws in front and a might poisoned string behind made
my relatively puny long sword seem a pitiful defense indeed nor could i hope to escape the lightning like
movements or hide from these myriad faced eyes which covered three fourths of the hideous head permitting
the creature to see in all directions at once to flee was useless even if it had ever been to my liking
to turn my back upon a danger so i stood my ground my only hope to die as i had always lived fighting
The Pyres
Warlord
Warlord of Mars
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